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Summary

Conclusion

We present an ionic current model, composed of Hodgkin-Huxley type neurons and glia designed to investigate
the role of potassium in the generation and evolution of
neuronal network instabilities leading to seizures. We
show that such networks reproduce seizure-like activity if
glial cells fail to maintain the proper extracellular K+ concentration.

The main finding of our study is that the network activity
packet is stable provided that (1) the excitable synaptic
strength is not very high; (2) the extracellular potassium
concentration is low enough to be well in the physiological range (i.e. the glial network is functioning efficiently);
and (3) perturbations to the network are not very strong.
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Our neuronal network model combines the HodgkinHuxley type of formulism for the neuronal currents with
a model for the dynamics of extra and intracellular K+ concentration controlled by a glial network. The equations for
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The extra and intracellular K+ concentrations are calculated based on various K+ currents.
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Results
We investigate the instability in cortical networks by studying two interacting one-dimensional networks consisting of 100 pyramidal cells and 100 interneurons. The
network exhibits persistent and spatially confined activity
in a parameter range where inhibition is balanced by excitation. We then find various physiologic conditions under
which a network displaying a stable persistent activity can
switch to seizure like states.
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